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Abstract
This paper mainly studies the association between non-binary low-density parity-check codes and high-order partial
response continuous phase modulation, which prevents information loss in the mutual conversion of bit and symbol
probabilities. Although the iterative detection and decoding technique applied in this system can obtain good
performance/complexity tradeoff, the iterative process still encounters the problems of positive feedback and
relatively large decoding delay, similar to other iterative coded modulation systems. The inhibitory effects of different
extrinsic information exchange methods on positive feedback under different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions
are investigated in this work to address this issue. Two dynamic iterative stopping algorithms, namely, cross entropy
and hard decision aided combined with weighted extrinsic information exchange for cases with medium and high
SNRs, are then proposed. Extrinsic information exchange between the demodulator and the decoder is conducted in
the two algorithms through weighted processing. Iterative detection is subsequently performed based on two
stopping criteria of dynamic iterative decoding. Theoretic analysis and simulation results for the Rayleigh fading
channel show that the combination of weighted extrinsic information exchange and the two dynamic iterative
stopping algorithms effectively resists positive feedback and improves the convergence of iterative detection and bit
error rate performance. Such a combination also reduces the average iteration number to improve the real-time
performance of iterative detection and decoding.
Keywords: Non-binary LDPC code, CPM, Convergence, Fading channel, Extrinsic exchange
1 Introduction
The two important design criteria in a wireless
communication system include power and bandwidth
efficiency. Continuous phase modulation (CPM) is a gen-
eral class of constant envelope modulation that achieves
high spectral efficiency with low spectral sidelobes by
requiring a smooth phase transition between adjacent
symbols [1]. These characteristics make CPM an ideal
choice, with applications in different stringent commu-
nication systems employing nonlinear power amplifiers,
such as satellite communication [2, 3], satellite mesh
networks [4, 5] and satellite navigation [6, 7]. Rimoldi [8]
presented a CPM modulator that can be decomposed
into a cascade of a time-invariant convolutional encoder
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(continuous phase encoder, CPE) operating on a ring
of integers and of a time-invariant memoryless modu-
lator (MM). In order to obtain further improvement in
power efficiency, a forward error correcting (FEC) code
is employed as an outer code to combine with CPM.
This combination is the so-called serially concatenated
CPM (SCCPM). A lot of work on the outer code has
been recently carried out. Among the most attractive
options emerged till now, a prominent role is played
by convolutional codes (CC), short binary low-density
parity-check (LDPC) codes, parallel turbo codes (PTCs)
and extended Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (eBCH)
code with soft-decision decoding [9].
Several binary FEC codes, such as turbo [10] and LDPC
codes [11, 12] combined with CPM, can improve power
efficiency and attain high error correcting capacity. How-
ever, the association between high-order CPM and binary
codes suffers from significant information loss during the
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conversion from symbol probabilities to bit probabilities
and its inversion in the process of transferring extrinsic
information [13]. In addition, the convergence threshold
of binary LDPC-coded CPM is higher than the Shannon
limit. In view of these problems in binary-coded CPM, q-
ary (q>2) LDPC codes are introduced as the outer code
scheme in this paper.
NB-LDPC codes outperform their binary counterparts
in a block fading channel model, under which the chan-
nel periodically varies within a codeword [14]. Com-
parison with binary LDPC codes, PTCs and eBCH
codes over jamming channels disturbed by pulsed jam-
ming, continuous wave jamming or pseudo-noise jam-
ming shows that NB-LDPC codes are the best solution to
long code lengths [15]. Applying NB-LDPC codes allows
for the design of efficient transmission schemes with
high spectral efficiency [16]. Moreover, NB-LDPC-coded
modulation exhibits lower receiver latency than binary
LDPC-codedmodulation, especially when complex equal-
ization schemes are employed [17]. In our previous work
[18], it has been shown that the combination of LDPC
codes over GF(q) and high-order PRCPM in additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel achieves better tradeoff
between power efficiency and bandwidth efficiency than
binary LDPC-coded CPM.
Reference [19] reported that CPM is a promising solu-
tion for future satellite communication systems in the Ka
band because it yields a constant envelope signal that
enables the nonlinear power amplifier to operate near
saturation. From the power efficiency point of view, a seri-
ally coded CPM can provide high power gain when the
iterative decoding process is performed. The complete
analysis in [2] has proven that SCCPM is a valid alter-
native scheme for the uplink of satellite communications
regardless of the presence of broadband and narrow-
band transmissions. In view of the information loss in
the combination of high-order CPM and binary codes,
the NB-LDPC-coded high-order PRCPM scheme is con-
sidered a potential alternative for the uplink of satellite
communications. Unfortunately, the schemewith iterative
detection and decoding technique exhibits positive feed-
back and relatively large decoding delay during iterative
detection, similar to other iterative coded modulation sys-
tems. To address these problems, two dynamic iterative
stopping algorithms, namely, cross entropy (CE) and hard
decision aided (HDA) based on weighted extrinsic infor-
mation exchange, are proposed in this paper for cases with
medium and high SNRs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the system of the q-ary LDPC-coded PRCPM
and the modified maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm
for CPM in the Rayleigh fading channel. Section 3 inves-
tigates the convergence speed in the iteration and the
performance of different extrinsic information exchange
methods at various SNRs. Section 4 studies the technique
of weighed extrinsic information exchange and its param-
eter setting. Section 5 expounds the CE andHDAdynamic
iteration stopping algorithms. Section 6 discusses the sim-
ulations. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
2 System description
2.1 System of NB-LDPC-coded PRCPM
TheM-ary CPM signal in [20] is described as follows:
s(t,χ) = √2Es/Tcos(2π f0t + ψ(t,χ) + ψ0), t ≥ 0, (1)
where f0 , ψ0 and χ denote the carrier frequency, ini-
tial phase shift and sequence of the M-ary symbol (χi ∈
{±1,±3, . . .± (M− 1)}), respectively. T and Es denote the
symbol period and energy, respectively. ψ(t,χ) denotes




χiq(t − iT), (2)
where h = k/p (k and p are relatively prime positive
integers) is the modulation index; q(t) is the integral of a
positive normalized frequency pulse g(t); and g(t) is non-
zero for L symbol periods, with a full response for L = 1
and a partial response for L > 1. The physical tilted phase
is provided by [8] as











×(τ + iT) + W (τ )
]
, 0 ≤ τ < T ,
(3)
where Ui = (χi + (M − 1))/2 , Rx[·] is a modulo-x func-
tion and W (τ ) is a data-independent function expressed
as follows:




+ πh(L − 1)(M − 1), 0 ≤ τ < T .
(4)
The following transmitted signal is expressed when Eqs.
(1) to (4) are combined.
s(t,U) = √2Es/Tcos(2π f1t + φ(t,U) + ψ0), (5)
where f1 = f0 − h(M − 1)/2T . The transmitted signal is
completely specified by the current symbol Un, the L − 1
previous data symbols [Un−1, · · ·,Un−L+1], and the accu-
mulated value of Vn = Rp(
n−L∑
i=0
Ui). Therefore, CPM is
decomposed as a CPE followed by an MM.
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CPE is regarded as a convolutional code with a code rate
of “1” because of its memorial and recursive characteris-
tics. The model of q-ary LDPC-coded M-ary CPM over a
Rayleigh fading channel with iterative decoding is estab-
lished when the CPE is viewed as an inner code serially
concatenated with the q-ary LDPC encoder (Fig. 1).
For a particular code rate R and codeword length N, a
sparse parity check matrix H = [hi,j]P×N (P = N(1 − R))
with hi,j ∈ GF(q = 2b) (b is a positive integer) is needed
to construct. In the transmitter, input information sym-
bol vector Uo = (Uo0 ,Uo1 , · · ·,UoK−1) of size K = N − P
is encoded by the q-ary LDPC encoder into codeword
Co = (C0,C1, · · ·,CN−1). Codeword Co is then sent to
the interleaver, whose output is then mapped to Ui (e.g.
Gray mapping) if the finite field size of the NB-LDPC
encoder is not equal to the alphabet size of CPM. CPE sub-
sequently produces inner code symbol vector Ci, which
goes throughMM to formmodulated signal vector s(t,U).
In this paper, we always assume that q is equal to M,
and the symbol mapping module is unnecessary. For con-
venience, we use the notation “LRC” for a raised cosine
pulse of length L symbol intervals. Complex signal vector
s(t,U) is then finally transmitted over a Rayleigh fading
channel.
The iterative receiver mainly consists of two soft-input
soft-output (SISO) decoders for the inner CPM and an
outer q-ary LDPC encoder. Demodulation and decod-
ing are performed by iteration (called “outer iteration”)
between CPM-SISO and LDPC-SISO. The Log-MAP
algorithm is employed by the CPM-SISO subsystem. A
log-domain belief propagation iterative decoding algo-
rithm (called “inner iteration”) combined with fast Fourier
transform simplified as Log-FFT-BP [21] is performed
in the LDPC-SISO subsystem. LDPC-SISO in the inves-
tigated system is run with five times inner iterations
per outer iteration. The SISO algorithm is a nice gen-
eralization of the BCJR algorithm, which takes a priori
probabilities of both information and code symbols and
computes extrinsic a posterior probabilities (APPs) of
both information and code symbols [22], as shown in
Fig. 1. The decision device finally selects the information
symbol with the maximum APP in the last iteration.
2.2 Modified MAP algorithm for CPM in the Rayleigh
fading channel
CPE can be represented by a trellis if modulation index
h (h = k/p) is a rational number and when k and p are
relatively prime positive integers. The SISO algorithm can
be applied to the trellis if only the proper transition prob-
ability distribution p(rn|cn) is used in the branch metric
γn = p(rn|cn = C) · Pr(Un = U) [22]. Accordingly, rn
is a sufficient statistic based on channel observations dur-
ing symbol interval n, U ∈ Ui, C ∈ Ci. The transition
probability distribution p(rn|cn) is a joint probability den-
sity function (PDF) conditioned on the CPE code symbol
cn. A bank of pML complex filters is matched to the CPM
signals in each symbol interval and sampled once every
symbol interval to produce a sufficient statistic.
We let the output of these filters sampled at time t =
(n + 1)T constitute sufficient statistic (vector) rn with
mean vector mn and covariance matrix . Given that
the components of rn are Gaussian and partially corre-
lated in all hypotheses, their joint PDF conditioned on the
transmission of cn is described as [23]
p(rn|cn) ∝ exp
{−(rn − mn)H−1(rn − mn)} , (6)
where (·)H is the conjugate transposition operator.
A Rayleigh fading channel is regarded as a memoryless
channel if interleaving is sufficient. We adjust the calcu-
lation methods of transition probability distribution over
a slow Rayleigh fading channel as follows. If channel state
information (CSI) an is known for the receiver, p(rn|cn) is
modified as
p(rn|cn)∝ exp
{−(rn − anmn)H(an)−1(rn − anmn)}, (7)
where anmn is the mean vector of the matched filter out-
put. The mean of the Rayleigh fading amplitude is used,
Fig. 1 System model of q-ary LDPC-codedM-ary PRCPM
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and rn is assumed to be a joint Gaussian distribution if the
CSI is unknown for the receiver. p(rn|cn) is then computed
as follows:
p(rn|cn) ∝ exp
{−(rn − EA(a)mn)H(an)−1(rn − EA(a)mn)},
(8)
where EA(a) is the mean of the Rayleigh fading amplitude.
3 Analysis of the iterative detection process
3.1 Convergence of iteration
Although maximum likelihood sequence detection over
all the concatenated elements is the optimum detector, the
process is often too complex to realize. Turbo decoding
provides a sub-optimum but often realizable approxima-
tion [24]. The iterative detection of a non-binary LDPC-
coded high-order CPM with interleaving is examined
in this study. The channel encoding and CPM modula-
tion operations for coded data over narrowband channels
are viewed as a serial concatenation of two finite-state
machines separated by an interleaver. Joint demodulation
and decoding are iteratively performed using the extrinsic
information exchange between a CPM-SISO demodulator
and a SISO channel decoder [25].
The abovementioned analysis shows that the iterative
detection mechanism for demodulation and decoding is
established on the basis of interchanging and transferring
extrinsic information. The extrinsic information in each
iterative process is the extra information that the individ-
ual SISO decoder obtains in the iterative process. This
information has nothing to do with the system informa-
tion and priori information. The extrinsic information is
delivered to the other sub-decoder as a priori information
through interleaving (or deinterleaving). Decoding perfor-
mance is improved by exchanging extrinsic information.
Therefore, extrinsic information is a key factor in iterative
decoding.
During the process of research, we have observed that
the iterative detection in q-ary LDPC-CPM has the phe-
nomenon of positive feedback; in other words, the bit
error rate (BER) performance degrades with increasing
iterations. Figure 2 reports the convergence speed of the
8-ary LDPC-coded PRCPM in a slow flat Rayleigh fading
channel. The information frame length in this simulation
is 384 bits, and the code rate of the 8-ary LDPC code
with variable node degree distribution λ (x) = 0.38354x+
0.04237x2 +0.57409x3 is 1/2. The random interleaver and
Gray mapping are employed. The inner iteration num-
ber is set to 5. No CSI is available, and EA(a) = 0.8862.
An excellent implementation scheme denoted by 8M2RC
(h = 0.5) is considered for the PRCPM modulator. This
scheme provides a good tradeoff between power effi-
ciency and bandwidth efficiency [11]. 8M2RC indicates
that alphabet sizeM is equal to 8, and the frequency pulse
is a raised cosine (RC) with length L = 2. Figure 2a clearly
shows that the positive feedback phenomenon is obvious
in the investigated system. The BER curves are prone to
increase with a certain number of iterations for Eb/N0
of 1.4 and 2 dB. Moreover, the positive feedback is no
longer outstanding after approximately 10 iterations and
the trend then begins to fluctuate at a pool BER level.
However, BER performance is improved by the increase in
the iteration number (Fig. 2b) when Eb/N0 is varied from
3 to 4 dB. Analysis shows that the positive feedback phe-
nomena becomes increasingly serious in the region with
low SNR.
The phenomenon existing in q-ary LDPC-CPM can be
explained by the theory of discrete-time dynamical system
defined on a continuous set [26]. Similar to SCCPM sys-
tems, the phase trajectories of q-ary LDPC-CPM mainly
fall into one of the following three modes: (1) conver-
gence to an unequivocal fixed point; (2) convergence to an
indecisive fixed point; and (3) convergence to a fixed set.
The majority of frames belong to mode 1 or 2. Mode 3
mostly occurs in the waterfall region. The interleaving for
the short frame q-ary LDPC-CPM system is insufficient.
Furthermore, the possibility of burst error remains high,
whichmakes BER oscillationmore serious than in the long
frame ones. Positive feedback in the BER of the system
arises when the number of oscillation frames is sufficiently
large.
3.2 Exchangemethods of extrinsic information
Iterative detection is a key technology to improve BER
performance and reduce realization complexity in turbo-
like receivers. Iteration between the demodulator and the
decoder is established by transferring extrinsic informa-
tion. Current research reveals the following three main
exchange methods of extrinsic information (i.e. direct
exchange, average exchange and weighted exchange).
(1) Direct exchange is an original method, which is
also called simple exchange. The extrinsic
information provided by the previous SISO is
interleaved or de-interleaved and then directly
transmitted to the other SISO decoder without any
processing as a prior information (Fig. 1). This
method is expressed as follows:
π
′
(uj;O) = π(uj;O), (9)
π
′
(cj;O) = π(cj;O), (10)
where π(uj;O) and π(cj;O) denote the probability
distributions of information and code symbols in the
log-domain, respectively.
(2) Average exchange takes the mean of the extrinsic
information exported by one SISO decoder in the
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Fig. 2 Iterative convergence speed of the 8-ary LDPC-8M2RC over the Rayleigh fading channel for different SNRs. a Eb/N0 = 1.4 and 2 dB.
b Eb/N0 = 3 and 4 dB
previous iterations as a prior information in the

























where π(i)(uj;O) and π(i)(cj;O) are the log-domain
probability distributions of information and code
symbols in the ith iteration. l denotes the present
number of iterations.
(3) In weighted exchange, the extrinsic information
exported by the former decoder is delivered to the
weighting function instead of being directly
transmitted to the next decoder. More details on the
weighted exchange method are discussed in
Section 4.
Both average and weighted methods inhibit the positive
feedback phenomenon and effectively improve BER per-
formance in convolutional coded CPM systems [27, 28].
Hence, in this study, we combine the average method with
the weighted method (i.e. the mean of extrinsic informa-
tion is derived by weighting before transmitting to the
next decoder). A comparative study of different extrin-
sic information exchange methods in q-ary LDPC-CPM
systems is one of the main contents of this paper.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of iterative convergence
speed in an 8-ary coded 8M2RC system with the direct,
average, weighted and combined methods when Eb/N0
is set to 0.4 and 4.4 dB. All the other simulation param-
eters are similar to those in the settings in Fig. 2.
Figure 3a shows that the average and combined meth-
ods both inhibit positive feedback to some extent at
Eb/N0 = 0.4 dB, avoid violent BER oscillation and main-
tain BER at a stable level with increasing iteration number.
All the four methods effectively inhibit positive feedback,
and BER continuously decreases with increasing itera-
tion number (Fig. 3b). The weighted method exhibits
the best iterative convergence and the lowest BER at
the same iteration compared with other methods at
Eb/N0 = 4.4 dB. For instance, the BER of 8.26 × 10−4 is
attainable for the weighted exchange method at the sev-
enth iteration, whereas the BER for the direct method
is only 2.91 × 10−3. Notably, the BER performances of
the average and combined methods are worse than that
of the direct exchange method at high SNR. Figure 4
shows a comparison of BER in the four methods when
the outer iteration number is uniformly fixed at 8. All the
other parameters are similar to those in the former. The
BER performance order of different methods is expressed
as follows when Eb/N0 is changed from 2.8 to 4.8 dB
(Fig. 4): weighted method > direct method > combina-
tion method > average method. Thus, weighted exchange
is an effective method to improve the power efficiency of
the investigated scheme.
4 Weighted exchangemethod of extrinsic
information
The simulation results in our previous work [12] indi-
cated that the weighted exchange of extrinsic information
in binary LDPC-coded CPM over a Rayleigh fading chan-
nel effectively inhibits the positive feedback phenomenon
and improves the BER performance under the condition
of low SNR. Comparison with the direct exchangemethod
shows that the weighted exchange method can attain a
0.2∼ 0.3 dB gain at BER= 10−3 with an information block
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Fig. 3 Iterative convergence speed of the four exchange methods based on 8-ary LDPC-coded 8M2RC over the Rayleigh fading channel. a Eb/N0 =
0.4 dB. b Eb/N0 = 4.4 dB
length of 384 bits and a modulation index of 1/2 when
the iteration number is varied from 5 to 15. Inspired by
the study of Xue et al. [12], we design a method based
on weighted extrinsic information probability for q-ary
LDPC-CPM systems.
The CPM and LDPC decoders compute the probability
distributions of information and code symbols according
to the additive SISO (A-SISO) based on the Log-MAP
































where πk(u;O) and πk(c;O) indicate the probabilities of
information and code symbols at time k, respectively. k0
and n0 denote the length of a single information and the
code symbol, respectively.
Figure 1 shows that the extrinsic information probabil-
ities of the inner SISO output are sent to the weighted
function module before being delivered to the outer SISO.
Similarly, the extrinsic information probabilities of the
outer SISO output are sent to the weighted function







where ψ(·) denotes the weighted function of size q ×
N , and .∗ indicates point multiplication. ψ(·) is used
as the function of the extrinsic information probabili-
ties for convenience and to adaptively adjust the extrinsic
information according to its size.
ψ(π) = aπ . ∗ exp(−β|π |) (17)
where α and β denote the weighted parameters decided by
the interleaver length, SNR and other parameters through
simulation experiments. The iterative decoding scheme
based on the weighted extrinsic information method is
shown in Fig. 5.
A comparative analysis of the computational complexity
of the four methods is provided in Table 1. The computa-
tional complexities of CPM-SISO and LDPC-SISO in the
receiver are also displayed in the same table, where wc is
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Fig. 5 Principle diagram of iterative detection based on the weighted
method
the uniform column weight of sparse parity check matrix
H and ninner denotes the inner iterations for LDPC-SISO.
The weighted method obviously has a moderate compu-
tational complexity that is comparable to that of the aver-
age method and much lower than that of the combined
method. Compared with that of the direct method, the
computational complexity of the weighted method only
increases by 6M in multiplications and 2M in log&exp
operations and is far less than that of CPM-SISO. There-
fore, the entire computational complexity for coded CPM
schemes mainly depends on the CPM demodulator. The
computational complexity also linearly increases with the
iteration number. A preferable tradeoff between computa-
tional complexity and BER performance should be consid-
ered. Two dynamic iterative stopping algorithms based on
weighted extrinsic information exchange are proposed in
this study to address this problem. More details are shown
in Section 5.
From Eq. (17), it results that the weighted parameter is
the key factor that affects performance. Excellent perfor-
mance has been obtained with values of α ∈ [0.6, 0.9]
and β ∈ [0.001, 0.01] in similar coded CPM systems
[10, 12]. However, the specific α and β values in the system
we investigate need to be determined using simulation
experiments. Figure 6 reports the BER performance with
various weighted parameter combinations of α and β . The
length of the information frame in the simulation is 768
bits. The code rate of the 8-ary LDPC code with variable
node degree distribution λ (x) = 0.1290x + 0.4839x2 +
0.3871x5 is 2/3. The other simulation parameters are the
same as before. Figure 6 shows that the BER curves with
α ∈ [0.6, 0.9] and β ∈ [0.001, 0.01] almost coincide when
Eb/N0 is in the 3.2∼ 4.4 dB region. The BER performance
of the weightedmethod with different parameters is much
better than that of the direct method. The combination of
α = 0.7 and β = 0.01 is selected because of the fact that
the smallest BER of 8.68 × 10−6 is achievable at Eb/N0 of
4.4 dB.
5 Iterative stopping algorithm
The number of outer iterations in the iterative detection
process of q-ary LDPC-CPM systems is usually set to a
fixed positive integer. However, not all received sequences
have optimal decoding results at the same number of iter-
ations. For several specific sequences, error-free decoding
can be achieved by a few iterations. Continuous itera-
tion would increase computational complexity and itera-
tive decoding delay. A dynamic iteration would possibly
improve detection efficiency and reduce decoding delay
if some iterative stopping criteria are introduced into the
detection process. In this study, cross entropy (CE) [30]
and hard decision-aided (HDA) [31] stopping criteria are
incorporated into the iterative process. Two dynamic iter-
ation stopping algorithms based on weighted extrinsic
information exchange are then developed. The application
of the two criteria in q-ary LDPC-CPM systems’ signal
detection is subsequently deduced.
5.1 CE stopping criterion
The CE stopping criterion, which was first proposed in
turbo code by J. Hagenauer, has been widely applied in
iterative decoding. S. Zhang successfully introduced the
criterion into bit-interleaved codedmodulationwith itera-
tive decoding [32]. A variety of improved stopping criteria
based on CE (e.g. sign change ratio [33] and HAD) have
been introduced successively since then.
We utilize the probability matrix of information sym-
bols [P(u;O)m,k]M×K exported by the M-ary LDPC-SISO
module in two adjacent iterations to compute the mean
of CE, T(i), directly and to avoid the mutual conversion









, i ≥2, (18)
whereM is the alphabet size of CPM,K is the length of the
information symbol vector, and Pi(u;O)m,k denotes the
Table 1 Computational complexity of q-ary LDPC-coded PRCPM using various extrinsic information exchange methods
Per symbol per iteration Additions Multiplications Log&exp operations
Direct method 0 0 0
Weighted method 0 6M 2M
Average method 2M 2M 6M
Combined method 2M 8M 8M
CPM-SISO 3pML−1 (3M + 1) 3pML−1 3pML−1 (M + 1)
LDPC-SISO 0 (2qlog2q + 4q)wcninner 0
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Fig. 6 BER versus Eb/N0 as parameterized by the weighted parameters. a α = 0.6, b α = 0.7, c α = 0.8 and d α = 0.9
probability of the event that the kth element in the infor-
mation symbol vector is equal to (m − 1). The threshold
of the CE stopping criterion is expressed as follows:
T(i) ≤ wT(1), (19)
where w is the adjusting parameter. Table 2 shows the
effects of adjusting parameters on system performance
with the CE stopping criterion at Eb/N0 = 4 dB. The
combination of α = 0.7 and β = 0.01 is selected.
The other simulation parameters are similar to those in
Fig. 6. Table 2 shows that the average iteration number
gradually increases with the decrease in w. Meanwhile,
BER is continuously reduced. The improvement in BER
is no longer prominent once w approaches a fairly small
order of magnitude. Therefore, the value of w should
be determined by a specific requirement in different
systems.
5.2 HDA stopping criterion
In each iteration, the information bit sequence [bˆk],
namely, the output of the demapper, whose input is the
information symbol hard decision sequence exported by
the q-ary LDPC-SISO module can predict convergence
during the iterative decoding process. The iteration pro-
cess is considered convergent if the sign of the information
bit sequence does not change in two adjacent iterations.
[bˆk]i−1 ⊕[bˆk]i = 0. (20)
The HDA stopping criterion is introduced into the q-ary
LDPC-CPM systems. Furthermore, the iterative stopping
condition is simplified by counting the numberD(i) of the
event where the sign of the information sequence is differ-
ent in two adjacent iterations. In other words, the iteration
is stopped if D(i) ≤ Q × K × log2M; otherwise, the iter-
ation continues. Accordingly, Q is defined as a constant
with a general range of [0.001,0.01], and K is the length of
the information symbol block.
Table 2 BER performance of different adjusting parameters
Adjusting parameters w = 10−1 w = 10−2 w = 10−3 w = 10−4 w = 10−5
Average iteration number 5.150 5.435 5.580 5.785 5.805
BER 0.0073 0.0062 0.0057 0.0052 0.0051
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6 Simulation results
The validity of the dynamic iterative stopping algorithms
combined with weighted extrinsic information exchange
is then tested. Monte Carlo simulations based on MAT-
LAB software are performed to evaluate the performance
of the proposed systems in the Rayleigh fading channel
(i.e. slow flat Rayleigh fading channel, EA(a) = 0.8862, and
no CSI is available). The other simulation parameters are
similar to those in Fig. 6. More details on the parameter
settings are discussed in Section 4.
Figure 7 shows the BER performance of the CE and
HDA iterative stopping algorithms combined with the
direct and weighted methods in the 8-ary LDPC-8M2RC
system. The outer iteration number is set to 16. Accord-
ingly, w = 10−4 and Q = 0.01 are separately employed in
the CE and HDA iterative stopping algorithms. The BER
performance of the CE and HDA iterative stopping algo-
rithms based on the direct method (abbreviated as CE-
direct and HDA-direct, respectively) exhibits a negligible
degradationwith respect to the directmethod alone. Simi-
larly, the CE and HDA iterative stopping algorithms based
on the weighted method (abbreviated as CE-weighted and
HDA-weighted, respectively) exhibit minor BER perfor-
mance degradation with respect to the weighted method
alone. Notably, the BER of the CE-direct and HDA-direct
algorithms gradually declines when Eb/N0 is more than
4.4 dB and begins to step into the error floor region.
Compared with the direct method, the weighted method
achieves about 0.2 dB gain at BER = 10−3. The BER of
the CE-weighted and HDA-weighted algorithms contin-
uously decreases when Eb/N0 exceeds 4.4 dB and effec-
tively avoids entering the error floor region. The reason
is that the weighted method prevents the positive feed-
back phenomenon from occurring. Moreover, the CE and
Fig. 7 BER performance of the CE-weighted and HDA-weighted
algorithms
HDA iterative stopping algorithms stop iterations in time
before going into positive feedback. The weighted method
improves the iterative convergence to reach a low error
rate as SNR increases.
Figure 8 shows the average iteration number of the
CE-weighted and HDA-weighted algorithms. The average
iteration number of the two proposed algorithms grad-
ually decreases with the increase in SNR. Accordingly,
4.175 and 3.665 iteration times are separately attainable
for the CE-direct and HDA-direct algorithms at Eb/N0
of 4.4 dB. Meanwhile, 3.88 and 3.38 iteration times are
respectively available for the CE-weighted and HDA-
weighted algorithms at the same SNR. Analysis of Figs. 8
and 9 shows that the CE-weighted and HDA-weighted
algorithms reduce the average iterative number and com-
putational complexity. These algorithms also significantly
improve the performance of BER and real-time in iterative
detection compared with the direct method alone. There-
fore, the combination of weighted extrinsic information
exchange and the two iterative stopping algorithms can
offer double insurance in enhancing reliability and reduc-
ing the decoding delay.
For a fair comparison, several alternative schemes pro-
vided by literature are selected from several similar coded
CPM systems to investigate the BER performance of 8-ary
LDPC-coded 8M2RC. The turbo-CPM scheme is dis-
cussed in [10], where a constituent encoder with the
generator polynomial (10, 04, 15) in octal representation
is employed by turbo. Convolutional coded CPM (CC-
CPM) schemes are studied in [23] and [34], where the
generator polynomials of CC are (13, 06, 16) [23] and (11,
06, 16) [34], respectively. The binary LDPC-coded CPM
(BLDPC-CPM) scheme is considered in [35] with the
same variable node degree distribution λ (x) = 0.1290x +
Fig. 8 Average iteration number of the CE-weighted and
HDA-weighted algorithms
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Fig. 9 BER performance of the investigated scheme and several
alternative schemes
0.4839x2+0.3871x5 as the 8-ary LDPC code used in Fig. 6.
The weighted parameters in the abovementioned schemes
have been optimized using simulation experiments, as
mentioned in Section 4. Figure 9 shows that CC-CPM
and turbo-CPM obtain a better BER performance than
the investigated scheme when Eb/N0 is varied from 3.2 to
4 dB. Meanwhile, the BER of the investigated scheme has
the highest convergence speed with the increase in SNR,
which is helpful in reaching a low BER order of magnitude.
The investigated scheme earns gains of at least 0.3, 0.95
and 1.05 dB in the region of BER = 10−5 against CC-CPM
with (11, 06, 11), CC-CPM with (13, 06, 16) and BLDPC-
CPM schemes, respectively. In the region of BER = 10−4,
an approximate 1.5 dB gain is attained by the investigated
scheme compared with turbo-CPM. Thus, the associa-
tion between NB-LDPC codes and CPM is superior to the
other candidates in the aspect of power efficiency.
7 Conclusions
To avoid information loss in the mutual conversion of
bit and symbol probabilities when binary LDPC codes
are combined with high-order CPM, the combination of
NB-LDPC codes and high-order PRCPM with the same
number of levels is considered a possible candidate for
the uplink of satellite communications. In view of the
positive feedback and relatively large decoding delay in
iterative detection, we propose CE and HDA iterative
stopping algorithms based on weighted extrinsic informa-
tion exchange for cases with medium and high SNRs. A
lot of simulation results in the slow flat Rayleigh channel
demonstrate that the NB-LDPC-coded CPM scheme has
better BER performance than CC-CPM, turbo-CPM, and
BLDPC-CPM for the medium and high SNR scenarios.
Comparison with the direct method shows that the two
proposed algorithms can inhibit positive feedback and
improve the power efficiency and reliability of the system
we investigate. Moreover, the said algorithms also signifi-
cantly reduce the average iteration number to improve the
real-time performance of iterative detection.
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